Abstract. In order to improve the heating system's intelligence and automation level, a wireless remote meter reading system is designed based on GPRS network technology. The system consists of heat meters, collector, concentrator and remote management centers. The hardware is constructed by STM32F103MPU, wireless module, GPRS module and other components, using a combination of GPRS and wireless communications network. The software of management centers includes remote meter reading system and energy data management system, realizing the functions of remote meter reading, data query, CSV downloads, real-time monitoring and so on. The system, adopting C# and PHP hybrid programming, achieves program lock by program itself and therefore prevents database lock and also provides multi-thread meter reading. According to the test results, the system is characterized by a simple structure, low cost and a wide range of application, therefore it has a good market value and bright prospects for application.
Introduction
As society develops, people's demand on comfortable living environment is increasingly high. In northern China, the indoor temperature during winter is mainly adjusted by the heating system. However, heating service charge in China is usually based on housing area and heating period instead of the actual heat consumption, and thus impacting users' initiatives to pay [1] . It results in heating companies unable to collect fees on time and finally serving the users in a bad manner or providing no service at all [2] .As early as the 1980s, Europe, the U.S., Japan and other developed countries had conducted a pilot study on remote meter reading system, and achieved power remote meter reading and load control in power companies [3] [4] [5] . Nevertheless, heat meter remote meter reading started relatively late and mostly referred to the power meter reading system. In article 6, the remote automatic meter reading system achieves some visual controlling command such as remote uploading meter data, data receiving, charges and query. In article 7, management functions in the entire system such as data acquisition, remote reading, data processing and alarm processing are realized based on GPRS wireless communication.
Nowadays, most remote meter reading managing systems adopt a single transfer mode. In order to save the hardware and running costs, this article designs a wireless meter reading system with the combination of GPRS and wireless radio frequency.
System hardware architecture
The heat meter remote reading management system is built up mainly by the management center, GPRS wireless communication network, concentrator, collector and heat meters. System hardware diagram is shown in Figure 2 .1. The heat meter data is collected by the collector; then upload the collector's data to the concentrator and transfer the data to the concentrator by wireless network; and finally upload the data to heat manage center through GPRS. Concentrator is the key part of the remote meter reading system and its hardware block diagram is shown in Figure 2 .2. STM32F103 MPU is the core unit which is used to receive controlling command, issue order to collectors, receive data from collectors and store them. GPRS module is used to communicate between concentrator and the main site while the wireless radio frequency module is used to communicate The system software is divided into two parts: the remote meter reading system and data management system. Remote meter reading system is written with C#, which structures the TCP server, reads and saves the meter data. The data management system uses Apache + PHP server for remote meter reading control and data query, CSV (Comma-Separated Values) downloading and the system settings. The system software structure is shown in Figure3. Figure3.1. System software structure
Remote meter reading system
In accordance with the object-oriented development concept, the classes of the entire system are designed first. The meter reading system includes a class that manages the client, an abstract class Misc and several internal threads. The client management class is named class MeterManager which is used to manage concentrator clients. A concentrator client is a MeterClient class, which inherits from the TCPClient class of Socket class [8] , which is a TCP client. C# uses it to transmit data with a client. After inheriting, MeterClient class adds a community code attribute. When a new MeterClient is created, the system automatically starts a new thread to begin processing sending and receiving streams.
For ease of operation, the system defines an abstract class Misc to embody the reusable methods of the program. The structure of the remote meter reading system is shown as Figure 3 
State updating thread
In order to monitor meter reading process real-time, the program uses GridView to list the concentrator states. Two Textbox display the data from the heat meter, the data sent to the heat meter and the error message in real-time. To let it display in real-time, the program also opens a thread to update the interface, reads the cached information from MeterClientManager class, displays them in the message box and clears the cache.
MeterClientManager class
MeterClientManager class is the core of the remote meter reading system, shouldering commanding processing, meter thread management and data storage functions. Each new client connections builds a MeterClient class, and starts managing them after reading the community code successfully. MeterClient contains meter reading threads, pre-storing thread and community properties [9] . When the meter reading starts, the data in the database is read to determine the reading range and then the meter will be read successively. Each time the system receives a reply message, it will store it in the database and start to read the next if the replying message is correct meter data, otherwise it will read the meter again. And this also applies if there is no answer in 3 seconds. However, if reading is still unsuccessful for three times, the system will skip the meter and mark a failure.
After the system starts, a handshake packet from concentrators is waited first. A handshake packet is 3 bytes long. The first byte is 0xEE, then a two-byte of the community code. The TCP server should respond with a heartbeat packet if a heartbeat packet or a handshake packet is received. Heartbeat packages every of which is sent every 30 seconds under normal circumstances are used to ensure that the clients do not disconnect the connection. A heartbeat packet is sent again if TCP server's response is received. If three consecutive heartbeat packets do not response it is determined that the connection is disconnected.
When the meter is read, a reading packet is sent. A reading packet is constructed by several parts to order the concentrator to read a specified meter. The concentrator responds with a corresponding data packet after receiving the reading packet. The reading packet's structure is shown in Table1; the data packet's structure is shown in Table2.
Since the SQLite database can only be accessed by one source at the same time, it needs to minimize the amount it reads. The MeterClient class data is not stored in the database instantly but the obtained reading packets are saved in the Dictionary by the pre-store thread and wait to be dealt with by MeterManager. When a large quantity is stored in the SQLite database, the transaction is used, which can greatly reduce the deposit time, improve efficiency and avoid locking when the threads simultaneously access the database. 
.3 Misc class
Misc class encapsulates the necessary functions for the unified treatment of various types of miscellaneous services including CRC verification, Unix time computing and so on. In addition, except for the necessary long access, all connection behaviors are summarized in the Misc class. Mandatory release is achieved through other open thread to avoid causing that the resource is stuck when read and cannot be promptly released.
Data manage system
The data manage system needs to support query according to a community or a cell door and also needs to query all data. In addition, it also needs to be able to export the detected data as a spreadsheet file for easy access and analysis of finishing. The structure of the data management system is shown in the following figure 3.3.
The meter control function send commands to a remote meter reading system to achieve control of the meter reading behavior. Remote meter reading system is responsible for receiving commands and reading [10] . The data query function questions all data for the entire database. Special inquiry is an advanced data query function to inquire data in the database according to a concentrator or a collector. System settings can adjust various parameters of the system including the timing meter intervals and the password. Encoding function in a cell can achieve the export of a report, which facilitates the summarizing and finishing of the data. All heat meters are read and the obtained data is stored into the database. Respectively according to a concentrator (community) and a collector, meters are read. And all the meters are read at one time. The content of the database is check to determine whether it is valid or not. System settings are modified in the settings management section and saved. And whether the function is valid or not is confirmed. The reading functions of the system including reading by a concentrator, by a collector and all meters and paging function are tested separately. And the data is attempted to be downloaded with CSV format. Through the above test, the results are shown in Table 3 .
Conclusion
The system uses wireless communication in the community and GPRS between the communities and the manage center. It improves the real-time system, reduces the cost of communication. The software is designed with C# and PHP of hybrid programming, which allows the system to run on any computer that supports PHP and .NET Framework. Apache / IIS / nginx server and PHP are needed to be configured only without the need of installing SQL Server. Test results show that: the system features stability, reliability, ease to use, low cost, wide application and network convenience. It achieves a wireless remote meter reading function with good value and market prospects. 
